






























and Morrison, ２００１; Treffner and Peter, ２００２）と同様
に，呼吸と歩行運動の結合が報告されている（Amazeen
et al., ２００１; Goldfield et al., １９９９）。ダイナミック・
システム・アプローチは知覚運動系の干渉を強調するよ
りも，シナジー，自己組織化的な協応構造，協応ダイナ





























（Hiscock and Chipuer, １９８６; Waldie and Mosley,
０００），または発話の影響には左右差がみられないとい
う報告もある（Chang and Hammond, １９８７; van Hoof




















Fig.１ A data sample. After amplification and filtering,
an A/D converter sampled and digitized the data
from the tapping movement (top) with the ２ N target
force and the ５００‐ms target intertap interval of the
right hand while focusing attention on speech pro-
duction (bottom) for the ５００ ms target interspeech in-
terval.
Fig.２ The definition and measurement of dependent
























































































Fig.４ Means and standard deviations of peak force
(top) and the coefficients of variation (CV, bottom) in
the three groups. From left to right, pairs of col-
umns within each panel correspond to the simple
(Simple) and dual (Dual) task of the shared (Shared)
group, those of the speech-focused (Speech) group,
and those of the tap-focused (Tap) group. The two
columns in each task correspond to the left hand
and the right hand.４８―













Fig.５ Means and standard deviations of intertap in-
terval (top) and the coefficients of variation (bottom)

























Fig.６ Means and standard deviations of interspeech
interval (A), coefficients of variation of the interval(C),
speech duration (B), and coefficients of variation of
the duration (D) in the single task of the three
groups. From left to right, columns within each
panel correspond to the shared, speech-focused, and

























Fig.７ Means and standard deviations of interspeech
interval (A), coefficients of variation of the interval(C),
speech duration (B), and coefficients of variation of
the duration (D) in the dual task of the three groups.
From left to right, pairs of columns within each
panel correspond to the shared, speech-focused, and





















かった。したがって，この結果は Kelso et al.（１９８３）
の観察を拡大したものである。しかしながら，Chang and
Hammond（１９８７）は発話に対する右手指の運動の引き
Fig.８ Means and standard deviations of speech am-
plitude and coefficients of variation of the amplitude
in both the simple (A and C) and dual (B and D)
tasks of the three groups. Conventions as in Fig-

































































と い う（Alcock et al., ２０００; Hammond, １９８２;
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The present study examined the relationships among cerebral asymmetry, speech, handedness, and attention
during performance of dual motor tasks in right-handers. Participants performed three single tasks and two
dual tasks. The single tasks were unimanual tapping and speech production. On the dual task, they produced
concurrent speech and finger-tapping movements. The participants were divided into three groups by focus of
attention on both/either speech and/or tapping. The author observed that while the dual task produced more
variable intertap intervals than the simple task, the right hand in the dual task of the speech-focused group
showed the most variable interval among all tasks of the three groups, indicating an asymmetric interaction of
verbal and manual tasks. On the other hand, the dual task produced a higher performance of both speech and
tapping in the tap-focused group, indicating a bidirectional entrainment of speech and hand movement.
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